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Fill 
wall

Put up web

Remove 
surplus web

Apply primer 
and adhesive

Apply web filler. 
The web may 

now be painted!

Cut 
web

NOTE: If you are putting up web in a wet room, use a special wet room adhesive. 
For more information please refer to 

www.danalim.dk

PUTTING UP GUIDE:
First, clean the wall thoroughly of old wallpaper remains. 
Then sandpaper and fill the wall (for small holes and cracks 
use Indoor Filler 611, and for larger holes use Light Filler 
Fine 621, Medium 622 or Coarse 624, depending on the 
size of the hole). After drying, have the wall smoothed to 
remove any irregularities. Pay special attention to the fact 
that walls are to be quite flush when putting up web and felt.

Remove dust and filler remains. If the wall rubs off easily or 
is highly absorbent, apply Wall Primer 224, as it increases 
adhesion and minimizes the consumption of web adhesive. 

Cut the glass web in lengths about 10 longer than the height 
of the wall. The inside of the roll is ”wall-side” which is the 
adhesive side. Apply an even coat of Web Adhesive 212 
using a paint roller or brush, and then put up the web imme-
diately after. Use a wallpaper brush to brush the web firm. 
To elimi- nate any air pockets, brush from the middle and 
out. Be aware that the web threads must match.

Once the putting up of the web has been completed, cut off 
any surplus web from all edges. The web is to be left to dry 
for a minimum of 12 hours before it may be painted. Using 
Web Filler 226 a better finish and paint is saved.

Sound Tips:
• Before putting up the first length, mark a vertical line on the wall using a level. 

Following this line will make a good starting point for getting a straight length, and  
consequently a fine result.

• In case of obstacles, such as plugs or similar in the middle of a length, cut a diagonal 
cross corresponding to the corners of the object; when the length has been put up, cut  
it completely free.

• Glass web will frequently have to be butted edge to edge but may be overlapped at 
the edges by appr. 3 cm. For a fine, “invisible” joint, cut along the middle of the joint 
using a hobby knife, and remove the remains.

• Acrylic Sealant may be used where glass web is edging towards f.e. ceiling and   skir-
ting board to create a nice look.

Also remember: Filling knife - rule - level - pencil - knife - broom/vacuum cleaner - paint tape 
  - long-brushed paint roller - wallpaper brush.
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